
Natural System Error Messages 5651-5700
NAT5651: Requested catalog does not exist. 

Text ESY5651 Requested catalog does not exist. 

Expl. The requested CVOL doesn"t exist.

Actn. Specify valid CVOL.

NAT5652: Catalog structure inconsistent. 

Text ESY5652 Catalog structure inconsistent. 

Expl. The catalog structure is inconsistent.

Actn. Notify the system programmer.

NAT5653: Cannot delete index. 

Text ESY5653 Cannot delete index. 

Expl. The index cannot be deleted.

Actn. No action is required.

NAT5654: Index structure does not exist. 

Text ESY5654 Index structure does not exist. 

Actn. No action is required.

NAT5655: Insufficient space on catalog data set. 

Text ESY5655 Insufficient space on catalog data set. 

Expl. The catalog data set is full.

Actn. Notify the system programmer.

NAT5656: Error cataloging generation data set. 

Text ESY5656 Error cataloging generation data set. 

Expl. An error occurred while cataloging a generation data set.

Actn. Check specified values; if valid, contact the system programmer.
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NAT5657: I/O error on catalog. 

Text ESY5657 I/O error on catalog. 

Expl. An I/O error occurred while accessing the catalog.

Actn. This is probably a hardware error, contact the system programmer.

NAT5658: Data set is not catalogued. 

Text ESY5658 Data set is not catalogued. 

Expl. The specified data set is not catalogued.

Actn. No action is required.

NAT5659: Data set is already catalogued. 

Text ESY5659 Data set is already catalogued. 

Expl. The specified data set is already catalogued.

Actn. No action is required.

NAT5660: :1: - :2: module not available. 

Text ESY5660 ... - ... module not available. 

Expl. The specified NATURAL module was not found.

Actn. Specify name of an existant NATURAL module.

NAT5661: :1: - NATURAL sub-task already active. 

Text ESY5661 ... - NATURAL sub-task already active. 

Expl. A NATURAL subtask is already active for this user.

Actn. Make sure that subtask is closed prior restarting it.

NAT5662: :1: - NATURAL sub-task not allowed. 

Text ESY5662 ... - NATURAL sub-task not allowed. 

Expl. The NATURAL subtask system has not been initialized.

Actn. Notify system programmer.

NAT5663: :1: - NATURAL sub-task not active. 
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Text ESY5663 ... - NATURAL sub-task not active. 

Expl. The NATURAL subtask does not exist.

Actn. No action is required.

NAT5664: :1: - NATURAL sub-task table full. 

Text ESY5664 ... - NATURAL sub-task table full. 

Expl. The maximum number of NATURAL subtasks is reached.

Actn. Notify system programmer.

NAT5665: :1: - invalid action requested. 

Text ESY5665 ... - invalid action requested. 

Expl. An invalid action was requested.

Actn. Specify valid action.

NAT5666: :1: - NATURAL sub-task must have parameters. 

Text ESY5666 ... - NATURAL sub-task must have parameters. 

Expl. An attempt was made to start a NATURAL subtask without parameters.

Actn. Specify parameter for NATURAL subtask.

NAT5669: :1:. 

Text ESY5669 :1:. 

Expl. An error occurred during a SPOOL-UPDATE request. The error message
text generally is a POWER error message returned by the internally
generated PALTER command.

Actn. Check operands for validity and consistency and resubmit.

NAT5670: View not supported. 

Text ESY5670 View not supported. 

Expl. This view is not supported on the local operating
sytem.

NAT5671: Class missing or is invalid. 

Text ESY5671 Class missing or is invalid. 

Expl. The function CHANGE requires a valid NEW-CLASS, NEW-DESTINATION or
NEW-USERID value.
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NAT5672: Segment option requires JOBNAME/JOBNUMBER. 

Text ESY5672 Segment option requires JOBNAME/JOBNUMBER. 

Expl. Specifying the "SEGMENT" option (SEGMENT-NUMBER>0) requires that
the job is identified with Jobname and Job-number.

NAT5673: Access error due to FILETABLE=STATIC. 

Text ESY5673 Access error due to FILETABLE=STATIC. 

Expl. The requested file could not be accessed because the Entire System
Server startup parameter "FILETABLE" was specified as "STATIC".
Only those files available at ESY initialization time (STD,PARSTD & TEMP
labels) can therefore be accessed.

Actn. To allow dynamic access of files NOT specified at ESY initialization
time, change the "FILETABLE" parameter to "DYNAMIC" and restart
Entire System Server. 

NAT5674: VTOC error reading format-3 labels. 

Text ESY5674 VTOC error reading format-3 labels. 

Expl. VTOC error reading format-3 labels for the requested file.

Actn. Information message only. No action necessary or possible.

NAT5675: :1: not supported. 

Text ESY5675 ... not supported. 

Expl. Entire System Server has detected that the requested file
has attributes which are not supported by this version of ESY.
e.g. Multi-volume files, Multi-extent output files etc.

NAT5676: Not first volume of a multi volume file. 

Text ESY5676 Not first volume of a multi-volume file. 

Expl. Entire System Server has detected that the file on the specified
volume is NOT the first volume/extent of a multi-volume file.

NAT5677: FAMS ERROR, R15=XXXXXXXX, R0=XXXXXXXX 

Expl. A FAMS error occurred while COPY-FILE was copying one or more
program objects.

Actn. Check the console log for IGW prefixed messages issued by FAMS
for further information
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NAT5678: Member already exists. 

Text ESY5678 Member already exists. 

Expl. In WRITE-FILE or COPY-FILE, REPLACE = "NO" was specified, however the
member exists.

Actn. No action rquired.

NAT5679: Input and output files are incompatible. 

Text ESY5679 Input and output files are incompatible. 

Expl. COPY-FILE has determined that the record formats of the input and
output files are not compatible (RECFM does not match, block size
incompatibilities, etc.).

Actn. Verify data set attributes and reissue request with correct parameters.

NAT5680: Job/output is protected. 

Text ESY5680 Job/output is protected. 

Expl. The user is not authorized to access the specified job/output.

Actn. Notify system programmer.

NAT5681: Job/output is active. 

Text ESY5681 Job/output is active. 

Expl. The specified job/output is currently active.

Actn. There is no action required.

NAT5682: Job/output is not dispatchable. 

Text ESY5682 Job/output is not dispatchable. 

Expl. The job/output is not dispatchable.

Actn. There is no action required.

NAT5683: FAMS error, R15=:1:, R0=:2:. 

Text ESY5683 FAMS error, R15=..., R0=.... 

Expl. A FAMS error occurred while COPY-FILE was copying one or more
program objects.

Actn. Check the console log for IGW prefixed messages issued by FAMS
for further information.
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NAT5684: Remote program object copy currently unsupported. 

Text ESY5684 Remote program object copy currently unsupported. 

Expl. In this release of Entire System Server, use of COPY-FILE on OS/390 for
copying program objects between different nodes is not supported.
This message is also issued if a program object copy request is
issued to a VSE/ESA node.

Actn. A workaround is to first copy the program object to a PDS on the
local node, then copy to a PDS on the remote node, then copy to
the target PDSE. 

NAT5685: FAMS subtask abended. 

Text FAMS subtask abended. 

Expl. One of the subtasks used by remote program object copy has abnormally
terminated. The ERROR-NODE and ERROR-VIEW fields will show which node
had the ABEND. Information regarding the ABEND will be in the JES log.

Actn. Contact Software AG support.

NAT5687: Bad variable record. 

Text ESY5687 Bad variable record. 

Expl. Bad variable record.

Actn. No action is required.

NAT5688: Return code :1: HCF function :2:. 

Text ESY5688 Return code ... HCF function .... 

Expl. The HCF function failed. The return code is the HCF return code.

Actn. Notify system programmer

NAT5690: :1: error :2: during :3:. 

Text ESY5690 1: error :2: during :3:. 

Expl. An error occurred accessing PANVALET or LIBRARIAN data.

Actn. Notify system programmer.

NAT5691: Error while accessing librarian member. 

Text ESY5691 Error while accessing librarian member. 

Expl. AN error occurred accessing a LIBRARIAN member.

Actn. There is no action required.
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NAT5692: You are not permitted to access member. 

Text ESY5692 You are not permitted to access member. 

Expl. This user is not authorized to access the specified member.

Actn. Check with system programmer.

NAT5693: :1:. 

Text ESY5693 .... 

Expl. A PANVALET error occurred.

Actn. See message text.

NAT5694: Strange error opening VTOC. 

Text ESY5694 Strange error opening VTOC. 

Expl. A strange internal error occurred reading the VTOC.

Actn. Notify system programmer.

NAT5695: VTOC is in use. 

Text ESY5695 VTOC is in use. 

Expl. The VTOC is currently in use.

Actn. Retry.

NAT5696: Cannot assign logical unit. 

Text ESY5696 Cannot assign logical unit. 

Expl. A logical unit could not be assigned.

Actn. Notify system programmer.

NAT5697: Library/sublibrary not found. 

Text ESY5697 Library/sublibrary not found. 

Expl. The specified library/sublibrary was not found.

Actn. Specify valid library/sublibrary name.

NAT5698: Internal LIBRARIAN error has occurred. 
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Text ESY5698 Internal LIBRARIAN error has occurred. 

Expl. An internal LIBRARIAN error occurred.

Actn. Notify system programmer.

NAT5699: Not enough main storage available. 

Text ESY5699 Not enough main storage available. 

Expl. Not enough main storage was available to process the request.

Actn. Notify system programmer.

NAT5700: Invalid value specified (DSORG / RECFM / TYPE). 

Text ESY5700 Invalid value specified (DSORG / RECFM / TYPE). 

Expl. An invalid value was specified for view FILE-ALLOCATE.
Note: A more detailed message is returned when field
ERROR-TEXT is specified.

Actn. Specify valid value for DSORG / RECFM / TYPE.
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